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Abstract. For the last 15 years molecular cytogenetic tech-
niques have been extensively used to study primate evolution.
Molecular probes were helpful to distinguish mammalian chro-
mosomes and chromosome segments on the basis of their DNA
content rather than solely on morphological features such as
banding patterns. Various landmark rearrangements have been
identified for most of the nodes in primate phylogeny while
chromosome banding still provides helpful reference maps.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques were
used with probes of different complexity including chromo-
some painting probes, probes derived from chromosome sub-
regions and in the size of a single gene. Since more recently, in
silico techniques have been applied to trace down evolutionari-
ly derived chromosome rearrangements by searching the hu-
man and mouse genome sequence databases. More detailed

breakpoint analyses of chromosome rearrangements that oc-
curred during higher primate evolution also gave some insights
into the molecular changes in chromosome rearrangements
that occurred in evolution. Hardly any “fusion genes” as known
from chromosome rearrangements in cancer cells or dramatic
“position effects” of genes transferred to new sites in primate
genomes have been reported yet. Most breakpoint regions have
been identified within gene poor areas rich in repetitive ele-
ments and/or low copy repeats (segmental duplications). The
progress in various molecular and molecular-cytogenetic ap-
proaches including the recently launched chimpanzee genome
project suggests that these new tools will have a significant
impact on the further understanding of human genome evolu-
tion.

Copyright © 2005 S. Karger AG, Basel

The evolution of the basic organization of the human
genome into chromosomes has fascinated several generations
of geneticists over the last decades. Primate chromosome anal-
ysis started with the description of uniformly stained meta-
phase chromosomes. Banding techniques allowed a more de-
tailed insight into what shaped the human genome over the 50
or more million years of primate evolution. It soon became
clear that human and great apes may only differ by few changes
in chromosome morphology (Turleau et al., 1972; Dutrillaux,
1979; Seuánez, 1979; Yunis and Prakash, 1982; Clemente et
al., 1990, for reviews). Further, various chromosomes of some

Old World monkeys showed exactly the same banding patterns
as humans and even outside the primate order chromosome
banding patterns were observed in other mammals that were
very similar to human chromosomes (Dutrillaux, 1979; Nash
and O’Brien, 1982). However, although many comparative
maps based on chromosome banding patterns were confirmed
by comparative gene mapping, there was still some reservation
in the scientific community about the level of confidence in
primate cytogenetics as a tool for evolutionary studies. Thus,
when molecular probes became increasingly available there was
great demand for techniques that would overcome the limita-
tions describing mammalian chromosomes on morphology
alone. Molecular probes for the first time distinguished mam-
malian chromosomes on the basis of their DNA content rather
than solely on morphological features such as banding pat-
terns.

With the recent advances in different genome projects,
numerous new molecular tools and DNA probes are now avail-
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able for chromosome studies that would define homologies in
different mammalian taxa with high confidence. Now, the most
informative technique to study chromosome evolution is fluo-
rescence in situ hybridization (FISH) of these probes to chro-
mosomes fixed on slides. Thereby, chromosome banding is still
an important tool providing a reference map.

First molecular cytogenetic comparisons between human
and different primates used highly repetitive sequences such as
satellite DNAs and alphoid sequences. However, it soon be-
came clear that satellite DNAs are highly dynamic in evolution
and a certain human alphoid sequence would not always
hybridize to the homologous primate chromosome (Warburton
and Willard, 1996; Alexandrov et al., 2001, for reviews).

Comparative gene mapping with somatic hybrid cell lines
was used to define homologies between different primate spe-
cies. This technique, however, is highly laborious and except
for some model species, originally only patchy maps could be
established between mammalian species. Within primates this
technique has extensively been used in a gibbon, some Old
World monkeys and in New World monkeys, especially in the
owl monkey (Aotus), but resulting maps were far from complete
to allow a more detailed phylogenetic analysis of these species
(see O’Brien, 1984, for review). Recently various species high
resolution maps have been obtained from “radiation reduced
hybrid mapping” (RH mapping, Hawken et al., 1999; Wata-
nabe et al., 1999; Band et al., 2000; Mellersh et al., 2000). The
disadvantage of this approach, however, is that for each new
species a specific new panel of hybrids has to be established.

During the early stages of the human genome project var-
ious DNA probes were developed that would cover the euchro-
matin rather than the heterochromatic part of chromosomes.
One approach was sorting to facilitate purification of chromo-
somes based on DNA staining with fluorochromes (Gray et al.,
1987). Chromosome suspensions of single types with a purity of
up to 90% were obtained and cloned DNA libraries were used
for chromosome painting (Lichter et al., 1988; Pinkel et al.,
1988). These techniques also allowed demonstration of changes
in karyotypes that occurred during evolution (Wienberg et al.,
1990). Another approach to produce chromosome paints used
micro-dissection of chromosome segments with glass needles to
obtain chromosome painting probes for comparative studies
(Lengauer et al., 1991). Chromosome painting provides one of
the few techniques by which basic syntenic homology data can
be obtained without the development of specific conserved
markers or specialized mapping systems for each new species.

More recently, ordered clone sets from entire genomes from
different species are public domain and cytogeneticists can
physically map any given sequence on the human genome and
on those of various other species. By focusing on the evolution
of autosomes the aim of this review is to illustrate how these
new techniques helped in our understanding of the phylogeny
and evolution of the gross architecture of the human genome.
Although this survey is far from complete and does not include
primate sex chromosome evolution, the data currently avail-
able allow some general hypotheses to be developed about the
origin and evolution of the primate genome.

Molecular cytogenetic techniques to study primate
evolution

The first chromosome painting experiments on non-human
primates revealed the molecular proof for several hypotheses
on primate genome evolution (Wienberg et al., 1990). (i) Hy-
bridizations of various human chromosome-specific painting
probes to their great ape homologs produced only one pair of
signals each, except for the human chromosome 2 probe that
delineated two pairs of homologs in all great apes. Further, a
reciprocal translocation between the homologs of human chro-
mosomes 5 and 17 in the gorilla karyotype was demonstrated.
These rearrangements were already suggested from previous
classical chromosome studies (Dutrillaux, 1979; Yunis and
Prakash, 1982). The translocation in the gorilla, however, was
not supported by previous gene mapping techniques (O’Brien
et al., 1985), which at that time were suggested as being
more reliable than interpretations from banded chromosomes.
(ii) Many years ago S. Ohno postulated that the placental mam-
malian X chromosome was evolutionarily conserved (Ohno,
1973). He argued that this conservation was due to the dosage
compensation mechanism for X-linked genes in placental
mammals that rely on the functional inactivation of X chromo-
somes in somatic cells. In the first painting study with various
different primate species the human X chromosome-specific
probe proved “Ohno’s law”. The painting was found exclusive-
ly on the homologous X chromosome in all primates analyzed.
(iii) Gibbons are classified with great apes and humans in the
same primate superfamily Hominoidea. With chromosomal
banding, however, they do not show any karyological relation-
ship with great apes, humans or any other primate species.
Thus it was suggested that gibbons had experienced rapid and
massive chromosome evolution and as a consequence had high-
ly derived karyotypes (Dutrillaux et al., 1975; Marks, 1982;
Van Tuinen and Ledbetter, 1983; Stanyon et al., 1987). The
first painting experiments with some human chromosome-spe-
cific probes on gibbon chromosomes confirmed this assump-
tion and mapped various massive rearrangements (Wienberg et
al., 1990).

A more complete study using all 24 different painting
probes from human autosomes as well as the two sex chromo-
somes revealed no further rearrangements in the chimpanzee,
gorilla, or the orangutan karyotype (Jauch et al., 1992). The
complete set of human probes was also hybridized to three gib-
bon species from the Hylobates lar species group (Hylobates lar,
H. klossi, H. moloch). All three species have almost the same
karyotype with 2n = 44 chromosomes and revealed the same
chromosome painting patterns. The human chromosome-spe-
cific probes delineated various segments on the autosomes and
for the first time allowed the complete reconstruction of the
extreme reshuffling of a gibbon genome (Jauch et al., 1992).
The Japanese macaque, Macaca fuscata, was the first monkey
to be studied with all human chromosome painting probes
(Wienberg et al., 1992). Strikingly, all human chromosome syn-
tenies except for the homologs for human chromosome 2 were
found intact in the macaque karyotype. However, three ma-
caque chromosomes were found that were painted by two
human chromosome specific probes each, indicating chromo-
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Table 1. Primate species that have been
analyzed by chromosome painting at the time of
this writing (full karyotypes)

Prosimii Lemuriformes Eulemur macaco macaco Müller et al., 1997b 

E. fulvus mayottensis Müller et al., 1997b 

Lemur catta Cardone et al., 2002 

 Lorisidae Otolemur crassicaudatus Stanyon et al., 2002 

Galago moholi  Stanyon et al., 2002 

New World monkeys Callitrichidae Callithrix jacchus Sherlock et al., 1996; Neusser et 

al., 2001 

C. argentata Neusser et al., 2001 

Cebuella pygmaea Neusser et al., 2001 

Callimico goeldii Neusser et al., 2001 

Saguinus oedipus Müller et al., 2001 

 Cebidae Cebus capucinus Richard et al., 1996 

C. apella  Garcia et al., 2000 

C. nigrivittatus Garcia et al., 2002 

Saimiri sciureus Stanyon et al., 2000 

Callicebus moloch Stanyon et al., 2000 

C. donacophilus Barros et al., 2003 

C. lugens Stanyon et al., 2003a 

 Atelidae Lagothrix lagothricha Stanyon et al., 2001 

Ateles geoffroyi Morescalchi et al., 1997 

A. belzebuth hybridus Garcia et al., 2002

Alouatta seniculus arctoidea Consigliere et al., 1996 

A. seniculus sara Consigliere et al., 1996 

A. seniculus macconnelli de Oliveira et al., 2002 

A. caraya de Oliveira et al., 2002 

A. belzebul Consigliere et al., 1998 

A. fusca fusca de Oliveira et al., 2002 

A. fusca clamitans de Oliveira et al., 2002 

Old World monkeys Cercopithecidae Macaca fuscata Wienberg et al., 1992 

Papio anubis Best et al., 1998 

Cercopithecus aethiops Finelli et al., 1999 

 Colobidae 

(Leaf eaters) 

Colobus guereza Bigoni et al., 1997b 

Trachypithecus (Presbytis) cristatus Bigoni et al., 1997a 

T. (P.) francoisi Nie et al., 1998 

T. (P.) phayrei Nie et al., 1998 

Pygathrix nemaeus Bigoni et al., 2004 

Nasalis larvatus  Bigoni et al., 2003 

Apes (Hominoidea) Gibbons 

(Hylobatidae) 

Hylobates lar Jauch et al., 1992; Müller et al., 

2002; Mrasek et al., 2003 

H. moloch Jauch et al., 1992 

H. klossi Jauch et al., 1992 

H. hoolock Yu et al., 1997; Nie et al., 2001 

H. syndactylus Koehler et al., 1995a 

Nomascus (H.) concolor Koehler et al., 1995b; Schröck et 

al., 1996; Rens et al., 2001 

 Great apes Pan troglodytes Jauch et al., 1992

 (Hominidae) Pan paniscus Jauch et al., 1992 

Gorilla gorilla Jauch et al., 1992 

Pongo pygmaeus Jauch et al., 1992 

some-fusion or fission events (see below). Since these early
chromosome painting studies, the karyotypes of nearly 50 pri-
mates have been completely analyzed with human chromosome-
specific painting probes up to now (Table 1), that elucidated
various new aspects of primate evolution.

In human molecular cytogenetics various improvements of
the original chromosome painting protocol were developed in
recent years. Most importantly, multi-color approaches were
applied that used probes labeled with different fluorophores in
single hybridization experiments (Ried et al., 1992). It is now
possible to discriminate the entire human chromosome set with
24 different colored chromosomes in a single experiment and
to define chromosome rearrangements for the entire human
genome with ease (Schröck et al., 1996; Speicher et al., 1996).
Although this approach also allowed delineating the entire

karyotype of a gibbon species (H. concolor) in a single hybridi-
zation by spectral karyotyping (SKY) (Schröck et al., 1996), in
general practice smaller probe pools are now being used in cross
species hybridization (Fig. 1). This is due to the complexity of
the probe sets and the difficulties in the interpretation of com-
plex rearrangements especially in “multi-directional” chromo-
some painting experiments (see below). Further, because in-
creasing DNA sequence divergence makes painting with hu-
man probes on chromosomes of more distantly related species
less consistent, less complex chromosome painting sets are pre-
ferred (Neusser et al., 2001; Murphy et al., 2003).

The resolution of chromosome painting patterns in cross
species hybridization has been disputed on the background of
detailed gene mapping data between some mammalian taxa. In
the mouse gene mapping revealed more than 200 segments that
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Fig. 1. Multi-directional chromosome paint-
ing using smaller pools of chromosome-specific
probes between different primate species. Pools
consist of 6 different probes labeled with three flu-
orochromes in Boolean combinations. (a) Human
chromosome-specific paints hybridized to meta-
phase chromosomes of the Lar gibbon (Hylobates
lar). Various chromosome rearrangements are
evident that disrupt synteny of gibbon chromo-
somes compared to humans. (b–d) Pools of gib-
bon-specific probes derived from Nomascus (Hy-
lobates) concolor hybridized to metaphase chro-
mosomes of other gibbon species, (b) H. lar, (c) H.
syndactylus and (d) to a macaque (Macaca fasci-
cularis) serving as outgroup. The hybridization
demonstrates that gibbon karyotypes differ dra-
matically not only from apes (human), but also
between gibbons. A detailed inspection of rear-
rangements allowed defining subregional homolo-
gies and the direction of changes in evolution
(kindly provided by S. Müller and M. Neusser).

disrupted the synteny compared to human chromosomes. In
the comparison of human and cat, however, only about 30
homologous segments were observed by reciprocal chromo-
some painting (Wienberg et al., 1997). With only some few
additional segments this was recently confirmed by high resolu-
tion radiation hybrid mapping of cat chromosomes (Murphy et
al., 2000). Thus, the high number of disrupted syntenies may be
special to some rodent karyotypes rather than a general feature
of mammalian chromosome evolution (Stanyon et al., 1999,
2003b; Yang et al., 2000). Analysis of highly rearranged gibbon
karyotypes (see above) allowed us to estimate the resolution of
chromosome painting. In closely related species such as be-
tween primates, translocations of the size of only one chromo-
some band (5–10 Mbp) could be visualized by this technique
(Schröck et al., 1996). Again, because of increasing DNA
sequence divergence, the resolution may decline with increas-
ing phylogenetic distance of the species compared.

Chromosome painting reveals changes in chromosome
numbers and translocations but not changes within chromo-
somes. The latter can be achieved using sub-regional probes
such as obtained by micro-dissection of chromosome arms or
bands. One of the first human band-specific probes derived
from micro-dissection came from band 8q21 spanning the Lan-
ger-Giedion syndrome region (Lüdecke et al., 1989). Hybridi-
zation of this probe to primate chromosomes demonstrated
that it was sufficiently complex to paint the homologous bands
in great ape, gibbon and Old World monkey chromosomes
(Lengauer et al., 1991). Another probe derived by dissection of

the long arm of human chromosome 2 was used for a more
detailed analysis of the pericentromeric region of the homolo-
gous chromosomes in great apes and Old World monkeys.
Inversions were observed in great apes and the hybridization
pattern demonstrated the fusion of the human chromosome 2
homologs as proposed by banding studies (Wienberg et al.,
1994). More complex sets of micro-dissection probes have
recently been used to produce a banding pattern on human and
primate chromosomes (Mrasek et al., 2001, 2003). The experi-
ments gave proof that these probes are able to delineate rather
small and complex intra-chromosomal rearrangements that
occurred during primate evolution that may not be easily visi-
ble with chromosome banding.

Another source of probes for chromosome sub-regions are
human/rodent somatic cell hybrids (Müller et al., 1996). Espe-
cially when using Chinese hamster cells as “host”, human chro-
mosomes tend to get fragmented in these cell lines. The DNA of
human chromosomes can then be extracted from the hamster
background by ALU-PCR. More than 300 different probes for
fragments of human chromosomes have been described (An-
tonacci et al., 1995) and various probes have been used to iden-
tify chromosome homologies and rearrangements in different
primate species.

Region-specific probes have also been established from non-
human primates that show highly rearranged karyotypes com-
pared to humans. Flow sorting of chromosomes has been used
to establish paints from highly rearranged karyotypes in paint-
ing experiments on primates (Ferguson-Smith, 1997, for re-
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Fig. 2. Multi-directional chromosome painting: Detailed homology in-
formation is obtained by reciprocal chromosome painting between two spe-
cies belonging to two different taxa (species 1 and 2; for example human and
a New World monkey). Since hybridization efficiency of complex probes
within the given taxa is better than between more distantly related species the
analysis will be drastically simplified and more secure. Further, in case spe-
cies 2 has a highly derived karyotype, many subregional homologies can be
identified between species belonging to taxon 1 and 2.

view). These include probes from various gibbon species, from
Old World monkeys such as the African green monkey (Cerco-
pithecus aethiops), or from New World monkeys, prosimians
and non-primate mammals, such as the tree shrew (Müller et
al., 1997a, b, 1998, 1999, 2001; Finelli et al., 1999). Especially
probes derived from the two species Saguinus oedipus (Müller
et al., 2001) and Lagothrix lagothricha (Stanyon et al., 2001)
were very much helpful for the analysis of various complex
karyotypes observed within New World monkeys. These
probes were used together with human paints in “reciprocal” or
even “multi-directional” approaches to better define homolo-
gies and breakpoints between New World monkeys species
(Fig. 2; Neusser et al., 2001; Stanyon et al., 2001).

As the human genome project proceeded, various cloned
DNA probes became available that were also used in compara-
tive cytogenetics. Early studies included individual clones de-
rived from the analysis of certain regions of the human genome
such as clones containing oncogenes and other sequences im-
portant in human genetic pathology (Matera and Marks, 1992;
Ried et al., 1993; Arnold et al., 1995). Later, well-defined
cloned DNAs of high complexity became public domain such
as yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) that were used to delin-
eate homologies in various primate species (Arnold et al., 1996;
Haaf and Bray-Ward, 1996).

Recently, the entire human DNA sequence was aligned into
a tile path of DNA cloned into some several thousand bacterial
artificial chromosomes (BACs) and P1 derived artificial chro-
mosomes (PACs), which now provide cytogenetic landmarks
for the draft sequence of the human genome (Cheung et al.,
2001). These resources are now of outstanding importance to
define the homology of any human chromosome segment with

their primate homolog by FISH. Similar resources were recent-
ly established for the chimpanzee genome (Fujiyama et al.,
2002) and are currently developed for other primates and var-
ious non-primate mammals as well. To date, various compara-
tive FISH studies use all these resources including probes of
different complexity such as YACs/BACs/PACs, probes de-
rived by micro-dissection or from rearranged somatic cell
hybrids and from flow sorted chromosomes of non-human pri-
mates and other mammals. These approaches are now provid-
ing a more complete picture about how the organization of the
human genome was shaped and promise insight into the
dynamics and mechanisms of human genome evolution in
general.

Phylogenetic techniques to study chromosome evolution

Some changes in the genome during evolution are events
that are unlikely to happen twice and independently in differ-
ent phylogenies. These “rare events” include for example inser-
tions of LINEs or SINEs into distinct regions of the genome.
Gene duplications or intron insertions and deletions can also be
considered as unique events, which would then be shared by
descendant species (Rokas and Holland, 2000, for review).
Chromosome rearrangements represent a member of these
“rare events” in which homoplasy is unlikely and their analysis
can be fruitfully used for the reconstruction of phylogenetic
relationships.

When using these rare changes the first step in the analysis
of the phylogeny of a given taxon is the inspection for ancestral
and derived traits and their distribution within and between
the different species. The ancestral state can be assumed in
cases when a certain trait is not only found within a given taxon
but also in more distantly related species that may serve as an
“outgroup”. For example, the human chromosome 2 has two
homologous pairs in great apes. Two chromosome pairs are also
found in the karyotypes of apes and Old World monkeys and
even in various non-primate mammals. Thus, two chromo-
somes should be considered as the ancestral state, while the
human karyotype should have experienced an evolutionarily
derived fusion of these two chromosomes. Similarly, in case
two species share a derived chromosome rearrangement they
should be linked phylogenetically by a common ancestor. In a
systematic analysis including appropriate “outgroup” species
we can now identify the ancestral or “primitive” as well as the
derived karyotypes for all main divisions in primate evolution.
This will then be of use to draw general conclusions about the
direction of changes and primate chromosome evolution in
general.

A quantification of chromosome rearrangements for estab-
lishing phylogenies was used in which chromosome rearrange-
ments were treated as discrete characters in a parsimony analy-
sis (PAUP, Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony, Swofford,
1998). Using painting probes from highly rearranged karyo-
types (for example from the Concolor gibbon, see Fig. 1) a chro-
mosome painting unit termed “chromosomal segment homo-
log” (CSH) was introduced to quantify defined sub-regional
chromosome homologies (Nash et al., 1998; de Oliveira et al.,
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2002; Müller et al., 2003). A CSH for any group of species is
that set of chromosome segments that all hybridize to the
homologous region of a reference species. The size and num-
bers of CSHs are dependent upon the resolution of the subre-
gional probes used. Adjacent homologous CSHs were recorded
and associations of CSHs were used as discrete phylogenetic
characters to be used in a PAUP analysis.

The ancestral karyotype of all primates

The presentation of the ancestral karyotype for all primates
based on molecular probes became possible after chromosome
painting techniques were successfully applied to non-primate
mammals that can serve as outgroup (Scherthan et al., 1994).
Since most experiments used human paints the interpretation
of the findings is rather straight forward: in case a human chro-
mosome-specific painting probe stains only one homologous
pair in some other primates as well as in some non-primate
mammals, this chromosome form should be considered ances-
tral for all primates (Haig, 1999; Müller et al., 1999). This was
true for homologs to human autosomes 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11,
13, 17, 18, and 20. The situation for the human chromosome 1
homolog was not clear in earlier studies, because it was found
fragmented in all primates with the exclusion of apes and most
higher Old World monkeys that would suggest a more recent
fusion of chromosome segments (Wienberg et al., 2000). A
complete human chromosome 1 homolog, however, was found
in whales and dolphins, and more recently in Afrotheria (aard-
vark) and in Xenarthra (two-toed sloth; see Froenicke et al.,
2003; Yang et al., 2003; Svartman et al., 2004). Thus, it now
seems likely that this chromosome was already part of the
ancestral primate karyotype but was independently disrupted
in various mammalian phylogenies including prosimians and
New World monkeys. Thus, the disruption of ancestral synte-
nies may show convergence on the chromosome banding level,
however different breakpoints can be observed with molecular
tools (Murphy et al., 2003).

Another group of chromosomes that should be considered
as ancestral for all primates are chromosome forms found in
some primates as well as in non-primate mammals, but show a
derived condition in humans. For example, homologs to hu-
man chromosomes 14 and 15 form a single chromosome in Old
World monkeys and, although further rearranged, in New
World monkeys and prosimians. Human painting probes for 14
and 15 together also delineate a single chromosome in various
non-primate mammals and thus should be considered ancestral
for all primates (Müller et al., 1999). Human chromosomes 14
and 15 arose by a simple fission of this ancestral homolog. The
same situation is found for the association of entire homologs
to human chromosomes 3 and 21, which is part of the karyo-
type of many non-primate mammals as well as those of prosim-
ians (Richard and Dutrillaux, 1998; Müller et al., 2000). An
association of a fragment of human chromosome 3 and 21
homologs can also be observed in New World monkeys suggest-
ing that they have been derived from the ancestral 3/21 chro-
mosome (Neusser et al., 2001).

For most of these chromosomes the synteny of their genes
was not changed for more than 50 million years of human
genome evolution. Changes in synteny, however, occurred by
fusion of chromosomes and by some translocations. Fusion of
six chromosomes, homologous to 2p and 2q, 16p and 16q, and
19p and 19q, respectively, occurred in the origin of human
chromosomes 2, 16 and 19. The ancestral two chromosomes
with homology to human chromosomes 12 and 22 experienced
a reciprocal translocation. Human chromosomes 7 arose from
two chromosomes that consisted of fragments (7a and 7b/16)
that were later reshuffled by intra-chromosomal rearrange-
ments. Thus, the human karyotype differs from that of the
ancestor of all primates by six new syntenies only (chromo-
somes 2, 7, 12, 16, 19, and 22) and six new chromosomes in
which ancestral syntenies were disrupted (chromosomes 3, 21
and 14, 15 derived from fissions and again 12 and 22 derived
from a reciprocal translocation; see Müller et al., 1999). Com-
pared to the ancestral primate karyotype the human comple-
ment has gained two chromosomes by two fissions and lost
three by fusions. Together with the 12 human homologous
autosomes that were not changed, and the sex chromosomes,
the ancestral karyotype should have had a diploid number of
2n = 48 (Haig, 1999; Müller et al., 1999).

Landmark rearrangements in the evolution of the human
karyotype

Since chromosome rearrangements can be considered as
unique events with low level of convergence, they can present
various landmarks in the evolution of the human karyotype.
The succession of these landmark rearrangements can then be
dated during primate evolution since derived rearrangements
are generally shared by the members of a given taxon. For
example, the ancestral 12/22 associations are still present in
lemurs (Müller et al., 1997b), but the reciprocal translocation
that formed the human chromosome 12 and 22 homologs is
shared by all higher primates. These chromosomes, however,
may have experienced further derived changes in some individ-
ual species. Figure 3 gives a summary of the landmark events
that formed the human karyotype. Early in primate evolution
the reorganization of homologous segments to human chromo-
somes 7, 16 and 19 started. In prosimians we still find an asso-
ciation of a chromosome 7 fragment (7b) with the p arm of the
chromosome 16 homolog that was disrupted after divergence of
prosimians and simians. At the same node the two arms homol-
ogous to human 19p and 19q fused and a reciprocal transloca-
tion formed the chromosome 12 and 22 homologs (Müller et
al., 1997b; Cardone et al., 2002). The split of New World mon-
keys and higher Old World primates was followed by a fusion of
each of the two fragments of the human chromosome 7 and 16
homologs, respectively. Further, this node is characterized by
the fission that formed the homologs of human chromosomes 3
and 21 (Richard and Dutrillaux, 1998; Müller et al., 2000).
Another fission gave origin of homologs of human chromo-
somes 14 and 15 after divergence of higher Old World monkeys
and apes. The final landmark in the evolution of the human
karyotype was the fusion of two chromosomes that formed
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Fig. 3. Landmark chromosome rearrangements in primate and human evolution at each main divergence node. 1 After the
divergence of prosimians and simians three main changes can be observed that would link all higher primates phylogenetically.
These include a reciprocal translocation that formed the human chromosome 12 and 22 homologs, a fusion that produced the
human chromosome 19 homolog and a fission that produced the “precursor” of chromosomes 7 and 16. 2 After the split of New
World monkeys and higher Old World primates human chromosomes 3 and 21 emerged from a fission and chromosomes 7 and 16
from a fusion each. 3 The divergence of higher Old World monkeys from hominoids is marked by the origin of the homologous
chromosomes 14 and 15. 4 The only derived rearrangement that distinguishes humans from apes is the fusion that led to human
chromosome 2.

human chromosome 2 which distinguishes the human karyo-
type from great apes (Wienberg et al., 2000, for review). Since
at the time of writing this article only a limited number of pri-
mates have been analyzed by chromosome painting, additional
landmark rearrangements for the human karyotype may be
identified in further studies. This should be especially true for
prosimians for which only very few species have been analyzed
up to now. For some chromosome forms observed in the boreo-
eutherian ancestor (associations of chromosome 4/8, 12/22/10,
19q/16q homologs) we do not know yet whether they were rear-
ranged during primate chromosome evolution or before the ori-
gin of extant primates. They may be found in some not yet ana-
lyzed prosimian species and could be added to the ancestral
karyotype of all primates. Many more landmark rearrange-
ments can be observed within the individual phylogenies of the
different primate taxa (see below), which makes this approach
highly attractive for evolutionary studies.

Prosimians

Banded chromosomes of numerous prosimian species have
been analyzed by Y. Rumpler and colleagues. Banding analyses
suggested that some lemur species may have a karyotype that is
close to that of the assumed ancestral primate (Rumpler and
Dutrillaux, 1976; Dutrillaux, 1979). This was consistent with
the idea that prosimians in general are assumed to be more
primitive and therefore more similar to the ancestor of all pri-
mates than monkeys, apes and humans. However, chromo-
some painting of some prosimians now demonstrates that with-
in their 50 million years or more of evolution after the diver-
gence leading to humans they may have accumulated even
more rearrangements than various non-primate mammals
(Müller et al., 1997b; Stanyon et al., 2002).

The two main divisions of Prosimii are the Lemuriformes
and Lorisidae. At the time of writing this article, chromosome
painting results of complete karyotypes of only three and two
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species, respectively, have been published for these taxa (Mül-
ler et al., 1997b; Cardone et al., 2002; Stanyon et al., 2002;
Table 1). One of the lemurs analyzed by chromosome painting
(E. fulvus mayottensis) has a banded karyotype that is very
close to M. murinus, the lemur species believed to have main-
tained, almost intact, the ancestral primate karyotype (Dutril-
laux, 1979; Rumpler et al., 1989). Chromosome painting gave a
detailed reconstruction of chromosomal changes in these spe-
cies and demonstrated various derived rearrangements from
the supposed ancestral primate karyotype.

Lemuriformes
Reciprocal painting of human probes to lemur chromosome

preparations and vice versa was used to delineate the homology
between the human karyotype and those of two lemur species
(Eulemur macaco macaco and E. fulvus mayottensis; see Müller
et al., 1997b). The reciprocal painting approach made sure that
also various intra-chromosomal homologies could be detected.
Considering that both human and lemurs should have their
own evolutionary history of about 40–50 million years each,
modest numbers of chromosome rearrangements were ob-
served that happened during this period of closely 100 million
years. The results further support earlier assumptions made on
the basis of chromosome banding that showed that the karyo-
types of the two lemur species have evolved exclusively by
Robertsonian translocations. All probes derived from E. f.
mayottensis specific for homologs involved in rearrangements
in E. m. macaco, exclusively painted entire chromosome arms.
When using human as the outgroup for lemurs, the results fur-
ther indicate that E. f. mayottensis has a more ancestral karyo-
type than E. m. macaco: E. f. mayottensis has 6 and E. m.
macaco has 15 derived associations of segments homologous to
human chromosomes. The lemur painting probes were one of
the very first established from a non-human primate by flow
sorting. Since hybridization signals are generally much stronger
between closely related species, this probe set was superior to
human paints and may be an important tool for a more detailed
analysis of other prosimian species (Müller et al., 1997b).

Another approach used human chromosome painting spe-
cific for entire chromosomes and chromosome fragments to-
gether with locus-specific probes derived from the human
BAC/PAC libraries to define rearrangements in the karyotype
of the ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta) (Cardone et al., 2002). At
the time of writing this article L. catta is the only member of the
genus Lemur from which complete karyotypes have been ana-
lyzed by painting. Part of the karyotype was already analyzed
with some chromosome paints before (Apiou et al., 1996). To
obtain significant signals on lemur chromosomes BAC/PACs
specific for certain gene-rich chromosome bands were pooled
for hybridization. Thus, homologies between this lemur and
humans could also be demonstrated for numerous chromo-
some sub-regions. The results show that for some chromosomes
this species conserved a more ancestral form while other chro-
mosomes were more derived than in Eulemurs (Cardone et al.,
2002).

Lorisidae
Up to now, only two African species of the Lorisidae have

been fully analyzed with chromosome painting, Galago moholi
(2n = 38) and Otolemur crassicaudatus (2n = 62) (Stanyon et al.,
2002). Chromosome banding data suggested that the differ-
ences between the karyotypes of these closely related species are
simple Robertsonian translocations (de Boer, 1973; Dutrillaux
et al., 1982; Rumpler et al., 1983). Chromosome painting con-
firmed this hypothesis, and comparing the results with the
ancestral primate karyotype provided the information about
the direction of changes in galagos. The numbers of hybridiza-
tion signals with human paints were about the same in both
species in spite of the great differences in chromosome num-
bers. A total of six synapomorphic associations were observed
that would link both species. The apomorphic rearrangements
in both species, however, are in fact simple Robertsonian trans-
locations, ten fusions in G. moholi and two fissions in O. crassi-
caudatus. Thus, both species have karyotypes that present a
mixture of derived and conserved features. When compared
with lemurs there may be another set of six rearrangements
indicative of a common phylogenetic root linking lemurs and
lorises. These data suggest that both galago species as well as
galagos and lemurs may have shared a long period of common
ancestry after the divergence of prosimians from anthropoids.
The data also demonstrate that the prosimians analyzed up to
now are considerably derived from the ancestral primate karyo-
type (Stanyon et al., 2002).

Tarsier

The systematics of tarsier was highly disputed. In one
hypothesis, tarsiers are closely related to lemurs and lorises,
and thus primates should be divided into Prosimii (lorises,
lemurs, and tarsiers) and Anthropoidea (Platyrrhini and Ca-
tarrhini, i.e., monkeys, apes, and humans) (Shoshani et al.,
1996, for review). Recent molecular data, however, place Tar-
sius as a sister group to anthropoids (Koop et al., 1989a, b; Ziet-
kiewicz et al., 1999; Schmitz et al., 2001). Classical staining of
chromosomes and banding studies suggest that they may have
extremely derived karyotypes (Klinger, 1963; Dutrillaux and
Rumpler, 1988). Currently, no data are yet available with chro-
mosome painting that should elucidate the reshuffling of these
karyotypes and may contribute to a better understanding of the
evolution of this taxon and its relationship to other primates.

New World monkeys

Within primates New World monkeys represent the taxon
with the highest number of species and the highest variability in
chromosome numbers as well as polymorphisms. Recent sug-
gestion would propose about 110 species and 95 subspecies that
would make up nearly half of the species of the primate order
(Rylands et al., 2000). There is evidence that there are still
undiscovered or not yet recognized species. Traditionally, New
World monkeys are divided into three main families, the Calli-
trichidae, Cebidae, and Atelidae (Ford, 1986). Alternatively,
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they are divided into two families, the Cebidae and Atelidae
that may have four subfamilies such as the Callitrichinae, Cebi-
nae, Atelinae and Pitheciinae (Rosenberger, 1981). The sys-
tematics of these taxa are highly disputed and was recently
reviewed by Hugot (1998), Schneider (2000), and Schneider et
al. (2001).

Chromosome numbers range from 2n = 16 in Callicebus lu-
gens to 62 in Lagothrix lagotricha. In some species the karyo-
type is highly variable such as in the owl monkey (Aotus trivir-
gatus). At least 12 different karyotypes have been observed by
chromosome banding (Ma and Lin, 1992) within its distribu-
tion area ranging from Panama to Argentina. Other species,
although showing little morphological differences may have
dramatically different karyotypes such as some howler mon-
keys (Alouatta). In A. sara and A. seniculus arctoidea which
were traditionally classified as A. seniculus subspecies the con-
servative estimate obtained by chromosome painting included
two Robertsonian translocations, five tandem translocations
and five intra-chromosomal rearrangements (Consigliere et al.,
1996).

The ancestral karyotype of New World monkeys
Chromosome painting demonstrates that karyotypes of

New World monkeys have been considerably reshuffled com-
pared to the ancestral karyotype of all primates. Up to now
close members of all of the supposed subfamilies have been ful-
ly analyzed by chromosome painting (Table 1). There are
numerous chromosome rearrangements in various taxa that
may serve as landmarks for a better understanding of the phy-
logeny within New World monkeys.

An ancestral karyotype on the basis of chromosome paint-
ing has been proposed by Stanyon et al. (2000) that recently was
revised based on the analysis of further species (Neusser et al.,
2001). When including our yet unpublished data on a broader
number of species, we can conclude that New World monkeys
should be indeed of monophyletic origin. When comparing
their karyotypes with those of prosimians and higher Old
World primates some commonly derived chromosome changes
can be observed that link all anthropoids including New World
monkeys. These include the origin of chromosomes homolo-
gous to human 12, 19, 22 and the fragments homologous to 7a
and 16q (see Fig. 3). Figure 4 presents a suggestion about the
ancestral karyotype of all New World primates with 2n = 54
chromosomes based on the species currently analyzed by chro-
mosome painting (Neusser et al., 2001). According to this
karyotype, 14 chromosomes are commonly derived for all New
World primates that include chromosome fragments or associa-
tions of fragments homologous to human 1a, 1b, 1c, 2b, 3a, 3b,
3c/21, 5/7a, 8a, 8b/18, 10a, 10b/16b, 14/15a and 15b. Within
different clades of New World monkeys, however, some of
them experienced further massive rearrangements.

Callitrichidae
The Callitrichidae traditionally include marmosets and

tamarins. There was still controversy about the placement of
the Goeldi’s marmoset (Callimico goeldii) which was only dis-
covered in 1904. C. goeldii exhibits several anatomical fea-
tures, which it shares either with callitrichids or cebids. The

Fig. 4. The ancestral karyotype for all New World monkeys (2n = 54) up
to now analyzed by chromosome painting. The ordering of chromosomes
follows the numbering of human homologs. There are 14 chromosomes com-
monly derived for New World primates including chromosome fragments or
associations of fragments homologous to human 1a, 1b, 1c, 2b/16a, 3a, 3b,
3c/21, 5/7a, 8a, 8b/18, 10a, 10b/16b, 14/15a and 15b. All other chromosomes
were already present in the ancestral karyotype for all living primates (ac-
cording to Neusser et al., 2001).
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chromosome painting data show that C. goeldii has no derived
chromosome rearrangements in common with any Cebidae
monkey (Neusser et al., 2001). Common derived chromosome
rearrangements, however, would link this species with all the
Callitrichidae. Callitrichidae have diploid numbers ranging
from 2n = 44 to 48 with not too many differences in their band-
ing patterns (Canavez et al., 1996; Nagamachi et al., 1997).
Currently, molecular cytogenetic data of this taxon have been
published on Callithrix jacchus, C. argentata, Cebuella pyg-
maea, Saguinus oedipus, and Callimico goeldii (Table 1).

Using Cebus as outgroup and comparing with the proposed
ancestral Platyrrhini karyotype various shared ancestral traits
can be found in all Callitrichidae (Neusser et al., 2001). The
relevant common chromosome forms that would distinguish
Callitrichidae including Callimico from other New World pri-
mates consists of associations of fragments homologous to
human 13/17/20, 13/9/22, 1a/10b, and 2a/15b.

Cebidae
The three capuchin monkeys analyzed with chromosome

painting up to now include Cebus capucinus, C. apella and
C. nigrivittatus (Table 1). They may have conserved almost
completely the ancestral karyotype for all New World primates.
C. capucinus and C. apella obviously share an identical karyo-
type, while C. nigrivittatus has one derived fused chromosome
(Richard et al., 1996; Garcia et al., 2000, 2002).

Squirrel monkeys (Saimiri) are traditionally grouped within
Cebidae. S. sciureus was completely analyzed by chromosome
painting (Stanyon et al., 2000). Compared with other New
World monkeys it shows a moderately derived karyotype with
mostly autapomorphic rearrangements. One rearrangement,
however, the association of human 2a/15b homologous seg-
ments, is also observed in all Callitrichidae and is most proba-
bly a common derived trait of both Saimiri and Callitrichidae.
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This landmark would give evidence for a closer relationship of
S. sciureus to Callitrichidae than to any other group of Platyr-
rhini, a conclusion also supported by some morphological com-
parisons (Kay, 1990; Rosenberger, 1981).

Callicebus species (titi monkeys) show a large variation in
chromosome numbers ranging from 2n = 16 to 2n = 50 (Rodri-
gues et al., 2001; Stanyon et al., 2003a). Some authors include
the titi monkeys into a family Pithecidae (see Schneider et al.,
2001, for review). Three Callicebus species have been analyzed
by chromosome painting up to now, including C. moloch and
C. donacophilus (both 2n = 50) and C. lugens, the species with
the lowest chromosome number known for primates (2n = 16;
Barros et al., 2003; Stanyon et al., 2000, 2003a). As can be
expected from the low chromosome number, C. lugens has a
highly derived karyotype which shows mainly chromosome
fusions compared to the other Callicebus species. However, the
painting pattern also identified various fissions and inversions
that changed this karyotype (Stanyon et al., 2003a). All three
species were linked by three common derived associations,
while C. moloch and C. donacophilus share at least seven
derived chromosome rearrangements that would distinguish
them from the ancestral karyotype. This finding suggests a clos-
er relationship of C. moloch and C. donacophilus. There are no
common derived rearrangements that would link them to any
other genus within the Cebidae analyzed by chromosome
painting up to now.

Atelidae
Among others, Atelidae include the large and prehensile-

tailed genera Alouatta (howler monkeys), Ateles (spider mon-
keys), Lagothrix (woolly monkeys), which have been analyzed
by chromosome painting (Table 1). From about half of these
taxa chromosome painting data are still missing. These species
attracted cytogeneticists because of their karyotype variability
with chromosome numbers ranging from 2n = 32 to 62. The
genus Alouatta gained special interest because of the extreme
chromosomal variability and complex sex chromosome system
found within this genus. Six species have recently been ana-
lyzed by chromosome painting including A. fusca, A. caraya,
A. sara, A. seniculus arctoidea, A. seniculus macconnelli and A.
belzebul (Consigliere et al., 1996, 1998; de Oliveira et al., 2002).
To better define breakpoints the analysis included not only
paints from human chromosomes but in part also those from
other New World monkeys, Saguinus oedipus and Lagothrix
lagothricha (Müller et al., 2001; Stanyon et al., 2001).

The six species analyzed differed from the inferred Platyr-
rhini ancestor by a total of 62 chromosomal rearrangements
(Consigliere et al., 1996, 1998; de Oliveira et al., 2002). Of
these, a high level of species-specific (autapomorphic) rear-
rangements were observed, reflecting the extensive karyological
variation within this genus. There were, however, also various
rearrangements that provided information on their evolution-
ary relationship. The high number of rearrangements allowed a
PAUP analysis to be performed with binary characters ex-
tracted from cross species chromosome painting data (see
above). High bootstrap values and three synapomorphies sup-
port the monophyly of the genus Alouatta, which is subsequent-
ly split into two main lineages (de Oliveira et al., 2002).

Ateles has one of the lowest chromosome numbers among
Platyrrhini monkeys, which ranges from 32 in A. paniscus pa-
niscus to 34 in all the other Ateles species so far karyotyped
(Medeiros et al., 1997). Chromosome painting was performed
for two species, the black-handed spider monkey A. geoffroyi
and the long-haired spider monkey A. belzebuth, both with dip-
loid numbers of 2n = 34 and very similar G-banded karyotypes
(Morescalchi et al., 1997; Garcia et al., 2002 #196). Chromo-
some painting demonstrates that both species have highly
derived karyotypes. The hybridization patterns with human
paints are closely identical in both species that differ only by
one fusion followed by an insertion. When compared to the
ancestral New World monkey karyotype about 20 fusions/fis-
sions, nine centromeric shifts, and five inversions were re-
ported (Morescalchi et al., 1997; Garcia et al., 2002 #196).

The hybridization pattern found in the common woolly
monkey Lagothrix lagothricha is less complex than that of oth-
er Atelidae (Stanyon et al., 2001). Changes are restricted to
about nine rearrangements derived from the ancestral New
World primate karyotype that were already identified in
Alouatta and Ateles and would link all Atelidae up to now ana-
lyzed. These landmarks include a fission of the 1a fragment
into two chromosomes (1a1 , 1a2), fission of the human chro-
mosome 4 homolog into three chromosomes (4a, 4c) including
a translocation of the 14/15a with 4b (14/15b1, 4b/15a2), fis-
sion of the 5/7a chromosome and inversion within the 7a seg-
ment (7a/5a/7a, 5b), and finally, an inversion in 10b/16b (10b/
16b/10b/16b) (Stanyon et al., 2001).

In summary, neotropical primates experienced various
chromosome reorganizations compared to the ancestral karyo-
type of all primates, many of them in a common ancestor of all
New World monkey species yet analyzed. In some clades chro-
mosome rearrangements were so frequent, that various forms
were identified that would serve as distinct landmarks and
valuable markers for the understanding of the highly disputed
taxonomy of these primates. Chromosome painting already
added valuable information to this puzzle. Since data on some
clades are still missing, however, a final picture cannot be pro-
vided yet.

Old World monkeys

Apes and higher Old World monkeys together form the
clade Catarrhini. Their ancestral karyotype includes only a very
few gross changes derived from the ancestal karyotype of all
primates. Common to all higher Old World monkeys is that the
chromosomes homologous to human 14 and 15 still form a
unique entity that is split up in apes. All other inter-chromo-
somal rearrangements found in higher Old World monkeys
should be considered as evolutionarily derived within their
individual branches.

Higher Old World monkeys are traditionally divided into
two families: Cercopithecidae (the cheek pouch monkeys in-
cluding baboons, macaques, guenons and others) and Colobi-
dae (African and Asian leaf-eating monkeys). From both of
these taxonomic divisions chromosome painting data from
complete karyotypes are now available for several species that
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would complement previous G-banding results and would
allow a preliminary discussion about the dynamics of chromo-
some evolution in these taxa.

Cercopithecidae
Chromosome banding on karyotypes of the Papionini,

which include more than 30 different species and among others
the genera Papio, Macaca, Cercocebus, showed that they all
share a very similar karyotype with 2n = 42 chromosomes (Du-
trillaux, 1979; Clemente et al., 1990, for reviews). Chromo-
some painting in the Japanese macaque (Macaca fuscata) dem-
onstrated that except for the homolog of human chromosome 2
the synteny of all autosomes was found conserved compared to
the human karyotype (Wienberg et al., 1992). However, three
macaque chromosomes were painted with two human chromo-
some-specific paints each (paints for chromosomes 7/21, 14/15
and 20/22) indicating fusion/fission events of entire chromo-
somes. The 14/15 association was already described as ances-
tral of all primates (see above) while the two other rearrange-
ments have to be considered as derived traits for Papionini. A
baboon recently analyzed by SKY gave the same results as for
the macaque (Best et al., 1998) confirming the similar karyo-
types that are evident by chromosome banding.

Guenons are the only group within the Cercopithecidae
with highly variable karyotypes. This taxon can be divided into
about 20 species (Fleagle, 1988) and their chromosome num-
bers range from 2n = 48 to 72 (Dutrillaux, 1979; Ponsa et al.,
1980). Chromosome painting data have been published on the
African green monkey (Cercopithecus aethiops, 2n = 60; see
Finelli et al., 1999), which is an important animal model in
biomedical research. Many chromosomes of C. aethiops show a
close resemblance to single arms of human or Papionini
banded chromosomes, indicating Robertsonian fissions. Chro-
mosome painting of C. aethiops probes back on human chro-
mosomes, however, demonstrate that the karyological differ-
ences are not always simple centromeric fissions but more com-
plex rearrangements have to be assumed (Finelli et al., 1999).

There is no evidence for any reciprocal translocation in the
phylogenetic lines leading to humans and C. aethiops. How-
ever, the multiple hybridization patterns of some C. aethiops
paints on human chromosomes 3 and 7 suggest that inversions
have occurred during the evolution of both species. The ances-
tral association of human chromosome 14 and 15 homologs
was disrupted into three chromosomes with breakpoints differ-
ent from the fission that occurred in early hominoid evolution.
An association between human chromosome 20 and 21 homo-
logs as found in chromosome 2 of C. aethiops should be consid-
ered as a derived trait since both chromosomes are separate in
the ancestral Catarrhine karyotype. The two derived chromo-
some associations, 7/21 and 20/22 that appear to link all
Papionini are not observed in the African green monkey. These
associations may have occurred in Papionini after the diver-
gence of both phylogenies (Finelli et al., 1999). To better define
the exact origin of this genus it would be of great benefit to have
more chromosome painting data from a number of Cercopithe-
cus species.

Colobidae
As for Papionini, African and Asian leaf-eating monkeys

(Colobidae) have rather conserved karyotypes. With the excep-
tion of Nasalis larvatus (2n = 48), all have an identical diploid
number, 2n = 44. Up to now only one African colobine species,
the Abyssinian black-and-white colobus monkey (Colobus
guereza) has been analyzed by chromosome painting (Bigoni et
al., 1997b). All rearrangements observed were derived traits
from the ancestral catarrhine karyotype and no common de-
rived rearrangements were observed with Cercopithecidae. Re-
ciprocal translocations were found between homologs of hu-
man chromosomes 1 and 10, 1 and 17, as well as 3 and 19. The
alternating hybridization signals between human 3 and 19 on
Colobus chromosome 12 indicate that a reciprocal transloca-
tion was followed by a pericentric inversion.

Very little is known about the phylogeny of Asian colobines.
Chromosome painting data are now available for five species
including the silvered leaf monkey (Trachypithecus (Presbytis)
cristatus; see Bigoni et al., 1997a), two Chinese langurs (T. (P.)
francoisi and T. (P.) phayrei; Nie et al., 1998), and two species
from the odd-nosed group, the douc langur (Pygathrix ne-
maeus; Bigoni et al., 2004) and the proboscus monkey (Nasalis
larvatus; Bigoni et al., 2003). Chromosome painting data indi-
cate that the Asian colobines analyzed up to now have more
derived karyotypes compared to African colobines. Except for
the fusion of the homologs of human chromosomes 21 and 22
African and Asian colobines show no common derived charac-
ters in their karyotypes. A special derived character found in
the karyotype of T. cristatus is a reciprocal translocation
between the Y and an autosome homologous to human chro-
mosome 5 that has produced a X1X2Y1Y2/X1X1X2X2 sex-
chromosome system (Bigoni et al., 1997a). Translocations be-
tween the Y chromosome and an autosome are rare in pri-
mates. All Asian colobines analyzed share a reciprocal translo-
cation of homologs of human chromosomes 1 and 19. The sim-
ple translocation pattern is found in Pygathrix. In Nasalis and
the three Trachypithecus species this chromosome shows a
more complex painting pattern that can be explained by a peri-
centric inversion which should have occurred in a common
ancestor after the divergence from Pygathrix. Another rear-
rangement that may be informative for the phylogeny of Asian
colobines is a reciprocal translocation between homologs of
human chromosomes 6 and 16 that is common to all three spe-
cies of Trachypithecus with the exclusion of Pygathrix and Na-
salis. Figure 5 presents a summary of landmark chromosomes
up to now identified in higher Old World monkeys.

Apes

Among apes (Hominoidea) we find two main taxa. Gibbons
(Hylobatidae) are considered as the “lesser apes” while human
and great apes form the clade Hominidae. As already discussed
gibbons have highly derived karyotypes. Except for some few
chromosomes, banding did not reveal the complex changes that
reshuffled gibbon genomes (Dutrillaux et al., 1975; Stanyon et
al., 1987; Van Tuinen and Ledbetter, 1983). Human and great
apes, in contrast, have karyotypes that are very similar to var-
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Fig. 5. Chromosome evolution in the higher Old World monkeys. There are no derived chromosome aberrations common to
all species yet analyzed. Papionini all share Robertsonian translocations (RFu) of human chromosomes 7/21 and 20/22, respec-
tively. Guenons show multiple derived fissions. Common to all Colobidae is an RFu of human chromosome 21 and 22 homologs.
There are no further rearrangements common to African and Asian colobines. Within Asian colobines all species analyzed share a
reciprocal translocation (RT) between human chromosome 1 and 19 homologs, which experienced an additional pericentric
inversion (PeInv) in the ancestor of the odd nosed group of Nasalis and Trachypithecus.
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ious higher Old World monkeys and even when compared to
the ancestral karyotype of all primates only a few changes
become evident by chromosome painting (Jauch et al., 1992;
Wienberg et al., 1992; Müller et al., 1999).

The ancestral karyotype for all hominoids
To define the ancestral karyotype for all hominoid apes

chromosome painting patterns of great apes and humans can be
compared with that of Papionini that serve as outgroup (Jauch
et al., 1992; Wienberg et al., 1992; Müller and Wienberg, 2001
#73). The data suggest that conserved syntenies found in both
higher Old World monkeys and in great apes should also be
considered as ancestral for all hominoid apes while those of gib-
bons are derived. A common derived rearrangement of all
hominoid apes is the fission of the homologs of human chromo-
somes 14 and 15 (see Fig. 3; Wienberg et al., 1992). The only
derived changes in great apes and human karyotypes were the
fusion of two chromosomes that formed human chromosome 2
and the reciprocal translocation of the homologs of human
chromosomes 5 and 17 in the gorilla (Jauch et al., 1992).

Banding patterns already suggested that various inversions
were the main changes in human and great ape karyotype evo-
lution (Seuánez, 1979; Yunis and Prakash, 1982; Dutrillaux et
al., 1986, for reviews). Rearrangements within chromosomes,
however, naturally escape chromosome painting analysis and
would need further delineation of chromosome sub-regions. A
search for the ancestral karyotype of hominoid primates has
been performed using chromosome painting probes obtained
from the highly derived gibbon genomes and painting probes

established from rearranged human/rodent somatic cell hy-
brids (Müller and Wienberg, 2001). Together, both probe sets
yield approximately 160 molecular landmarks in multiple col-
ors (Müller et al., 1997c, 1998) and were hybridized to human,
great ape and the pigtailed macaque (Macaca nemestrina) serv-
ing as the outgroup for hominoid primates. The size of the
probes ranged from one chromosome band to an entire chro-
mosome arm.

Given an ancestral chromosome number of 2n = 48 for all
hominoids (see above), 20 ancestral forms out of the 23 differ-
ent autosomes were identified with this probe set (Müller and
Wienberg, 2001). Three autosomes were not included in the
final suggestion for the ancestral karyotype because of exten-
sive rearrangements close to the centromeres (chromosomes
2p, 4, 9) where no probes were informative. From the remain-
ing 20 autosomes for which ancestral chromosome forms can
be defined, the orangutan conserved 19 while 13 are conserved
in the chimpanzee, 13 by humans, and 10 by the gorilla (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Schematic presentation of the proposed ancestral human and
great ape karyotype, based on a total of about 160 different molecular cyto-
genetic landmarks. Under each chromosome except for IIp, IV, and IX the
species are indicated showing the proposed ancestral form. The Y chromo-
some is not shown since its complex rearrangements in human and apes are
not discussed in this review. To the left of each chromosome homologous
chromosome regions determined by probes of the Concolor gibbon are indi-
cated, to the right segments and bands defined by “fragmented hybrids”
(from Müller and Wienberg, 2001, with permission of Human Genetics).
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Thus, for more than 10 million years of human and great ape
genome evolution most changes were derived rearrangements
in African apes and human, while the orangutan retained a con-
servative karyotype (Müller and Wienberg, 2001). For few
chromosomes, however, recent molecular breakpoint analysis
gave more detailed information about the sequence of rear-
rangements (see below).

Gibbons
Early systematics divided gibbons into two distinct subgen-

era that would include the siamang (subgenus Symphalangus,
one species, Hylobates syndactylus) and Hylobates (all other
lesser apes). More recently it became evident from various bio-
logical traits that four distinct major divisions in lesser apes
should be recognized which would include the subgenera Buno-
pithecus, Hylobates, Symphalangus, and Nomascus (see Roos
and Geissmann, 2001, for recent review). This division is also
reflected by the four different karyomorphs found in the four
subgenera with representative species such as the Hoolock gib-
bon (H. hoolock, Bunopithecus) 2n = 38, the white-handed gib-
bon (H. lar, Hylobates) 2n = 44, the siamang (H. syndactylus,
Symphalangus) 2n = 50, and the white-cheeked gibbon (H. con-
color, Nomascus) 2n = 52.

Gibbon karyotypes do not only differ dramatically from
that of other primates, but, as is suggested by their different
diploid numbers, within this group highly variant chromosome
sets can also be observed. Comparison of chromosome mor-
phology between gibbon species revealed extensive differences
in chromosome-banding patterns suggesting various transloca-
tions and other rearrangements between these species. Only a
few chromosome homologies could be proposed on the basis of
banding patterns. Thus, it became clear that gibbons experi-
enced a dramatic change in chromosome morphology not
found in other primates (Dutrillaux et al., 1975; Couturier et
al., 1982; Marks, 1982; Stanyon and Chiarelli, 1982; Van Tui-
nen and Ledbetter, 1983). Examinations within gibbon species
further revealed polymorphisms for inversions and transloca-
tions (Couturier et al., 1982; Stanyon et al., 1987; Couturier
and Lernould, 1991). Since previously only a few individuals
within each species had been analyzed, it was not clear whether
these rearrangements are simple polymorphisms or defined
karyological differences of sub-species (Couturier and Ler-
nould, 1991). Alternatively, they could also represent karyo-
types of not yet recognized species. Recently, however, more
than 60 individuals of the subgenus Hylobates have been ana-
lyzed by chromosome banding and extensive inversion/translo-
cation chromosome polymorphisms were described (Van Tui-
nen et al., 1999). There is no such extensive chromosome poly-
morphism known in other primates.

Plenty of chromosome painting data are now available that
can contribute to elucidate the complex evolution of gibbon
karyotypes. Most of the experiments used single chromosome
painting probes to establish homologies with the human karyo-
type. When applied to entire gibbon karyotypes, all four karyo-
morphs were analyzed in detail with human chromosome-spe-
cific painting probes: three species of the subgenus Hylobates
(H. lar, H. agilis, H. klossii) (Jauch et al., 1992), the white-
cheeked gibbon (Koehler et al., 1995b; Schröck et al., 1996), the

siamang (Koehler et al., 1995a) and more recently, the Hoo-
lock gibbon (Yu et al., 1997; Nie et al., 2001). Some further
experiments used multi-color chromosome painting with re-
ciprocal painting, sub-regional probes, or SKY and/or M-
FISH (Rens et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2002; Mrasek et al.,
2003; see Fig. 1). Chromosome rearrangements, however,
were still too complex to propose a firm phylogenetic interpre-
tation of gibbon chromosome evolution using just human
chromosome-specific painting probes. A phylogenetic inter-
pretation became possible when gibbon karyotypes were com-
pared to the orangutan instead of humans (Müller et al.,
2003). Comparing gibbons with the orangutan instead of hu-
mans eliminated “noise” that stems from various additional
derived chromosome rearrangements that occurred in human
but not during orangutan genome evolution that may have
conserved the ancestral chromosome from which gibbon ka-
ryotypes were derived.

A detailed comparison of chromosome painting data of all
four gibbon karyomorphs with the karyotype of humans and
the orangutan identified a suggested ancestral karyotype com-
mon to all extant gibbons. This karyotype is already highly
reshuffled compared to other hominoids and would have had
2n = 66 chromosomes. The ancestral karyotype for all gibbons
already differed from the putative ancestral hominoid by at
least 24 rearrangements: 5 reciprocal translocations, 8 inver-
sions, 10 fissions and 1 fusion (Müller et al., 2003). Both the
visual inspection of derived and conserved rearrangements as
well as a PAUP analysis resulted in the same most parsimo-
nious phylogeny, with the branching sequence {Hoolock gibbon
{white-handed gibbon {white-cheeked gibbon and siamang}}}.
This phylogeny is consistent with findings based on other bio-
logical traits such as morphology and DNA sequence data with
the close relationship of Bunopithecus and Hylobates, and Sym-
phalangus and Nomascus, respectively. However, it contrasts
with the position of the most basal group (Roos and Geiss-
mann, 2001). Yet, since the Hoolock gibbon (Bunopithecus)
does not share a single derived chromosome rearrangement
with other gibbons whereas other nodes show several common
derived traits, this is strong support for the basal position of
Bunopithecus (Müller et al., 2003).

Gibbon phylogeny may be one of the examples where spe-
cies diverged over very short evolutionary time in which chro-
mosome rearrangements occurred at high frequencies. At the
same short evolutionary time the divergence of DNA sequences
and other biological traits may have been not as well informa-
tive to draw conclusions about their phylogeny. Thus, molecu-
lar cytogenetics could be an important tool to elucidate phylog-
enies also in other groups of species where speciation occurred
over a short time not leaving too much information in DNA
sequence divergence, but leaving considerable landmark chro-
mosome changes for phylogenetic analysis.

Great apes and human
Recently, most molecular traits place the chimpanzee as the

closest relative to human. Some more recent publications
would even include the chimpanzee into Homo dividing this
clade into the subgenera H. (Homo) for humans and H. (Pan)
for chimpanzees and bonobos (Wildman et al., 2003). The phy-
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logeny of human and great apes, however, has been a matter of
controversial discussions for many years. The discussion fo-
cused on whether chimpanzees and gorilla had a common ori-
gin after the divergence from the phylogeny leading to humans
or whether chimpanzees and humans would have shared a
common ancestry after the divergence from the line leading to
the gorilla. Cytogenetic approaches were of limited help to set-
tle these disputes since they produced controversial results (Sta-
nyon and Chiarelli, 1982; Marks, 1992).

Strong cytogenetic evidence for a link of gorilla and chim-
panzees came from the distribution of heterochromatin in
human and great apes where chimpanzees and gorilla share pat-
terns on the Y chromosome and subtelomeric bands (Miller,
1977). Both, the human and the orangutan karyotype lack visi-
ble bands at telomeres after C-banding and after staining with
certain fluorochromes such as DAPI. Thus, large subtelomeric
heterochromatin bands were suggested as a common derived
trait of both chimpanzee and gorilla. Subtelomeric heterochro-
matin bands, however, have also been observed in two of the
four gibbon subgenera, as well as in some guenons, while others
do not show this trait. Thus, subtelomeric heterochromatin
bands should be considered as a highly variable character prone
to convergence.

Some inversions that occurred during human and great ape
evolution appeared to be informative as landmark changes that
would help to define the correct sequence of species divergence
(Stanyon and Chiarelli, 1982; Yunis and Prakash, 1982; Dutril-
laux et al., 1986; Marks, 1992). However, interpretations
derived from banding again were not conclusive. Mainly four
inversions have been discussed as landmarks in human and
great ape evolution which include those on human chromo-
somes 2, 7, 9, and 12, and their primate homologs. For exam-
ple, high-resolution chromosome banding suggests a derived
pericentric inversion in the homolog of human chromosome 2p
in a common ancestor of human and chimpanzee. This inver-
sion was then followed by the fusion event in the human karyo-
type. An alternative interpretation that would have linked the
chimpanzee and gorilla after divergence from the lineage lead-
ing to humans was suggested from the banding pattern of the
human chromosome 12 homologs. Both chimpanzee and goril-
la share a pericentric inversion that, on the cytogenetic level,
would have had included identical breakpoints. The chromo-
some 2p, 7 and 12 rearrangements and other human and great
ape homologs have recently been subject to molecular-genetic
and -cytogenetic analyses and some breakpoints have been
characterized in detail.

Chromosome 2: No other chromosomes have been analyzed
in such detail as the homologs that led to human chromosome
2. Banding analysis suggested a telomere fusion of two closely
acrocentric chromosomes and the inactivation of one of the
centromeres (Dutrillaux, 1979; Yunis and Prakash, 1982). In
fact, molecular studies identified telomeric sequences in the
band 2q13 by in situ hybridization of DNA probes containing
inverted arrays of the vertebrate telomeric repeat in a head to
head arrangement (Ijdo et al., 1991). This tandem repeat (5)-
(TTAGGG)n-(CCCTAA)m-3)) can now be found on the human
DNA sequence within the BAC clone RP11–395L14 of the
human genome BAC tile path that contains 789 bp of degener-

ate telomere repeats organized in two head-to-head arrays (Fan
et al., 2002a). Close to the assumed fusion point (2q21) a relict
of an alphoid domain was found by in situ hybridization of a
satellite DNA under low hybridization stringency (Baldini et
al., 1991; Avarello et al., 1992). This alphoid domain indicates
the presence of the ancestral centromere of the 2q homolog
resulting in a single stable chromosome.

A painting probe derived from microdissection of the long
arm of human chromosome 2 was used to analyze the sequence
of the pericentric inversion in human, great apes and some Old
World monkeys (M. fuscata and C. aethiops) serving as out-
group (Wienberg et al., 1994). The hybridization patterns
obtained verified multiple rearrangements in the pericentric
region of the human 2p homolog. Old World monkeys had a
different pattern from that observed in the gorilla and the
orangutan, but a pattern similar to that of chimpanzees. This
result suggests convergence of chromosomal rearrangements in
different phylogenetic lines. Thus, without detailed breakpoint
analysis the chromosome 2 inversion would not contribute to
the landmarks in human and great ape chromosome evolu-
tion.

The pericentric inversion was also verified using cosmid
clones that mapped close to the assumed fusion point and origi-
nated from a segmental duplication of the V kappa gene cluster
on human chromosome 2p12→p11 (Arnold et al., 1995). Yeast
artificial chromosomes (YACs) that map approximately one
every 5–10 cM evenly spaced over the human chromosome 2
were hybridized to human and great ape homologs to identify
further rearrangements (Haaf and Bray-Ward, 1996). Except
for the pericentromeric inversions no further rearrangements
were observed. Further, a series of 38 cosmids derived from
2q12→q14 were hybridized to human and chimpanzee chro-
mosomes (Kasai et al., 2000). The relative order of signals was
the same on human chromosome 2 and the short arms of chim-
panzee chromosomes 12 and 13 indicating that both chromo-
somes underwent no gross alteration in structure.

Recently, a genome-wide high-resolution scanning method
called HAPPY mapping (Dear and Cook, 1989) was used to
analyze the fine mapping of markers along human chromosome
2 and great ape homologs (de Pontbriand et al., 2002). The
HAPPY mapping method is an acellular adaptation of the
radiation hybrid (RH) method with even higher resolution. The
authors confirmed the above discussed pericentric inversion.
Another rearrangement observed was a paracentric inversion
in the gorilla not yet identified with other methods. The sim-
plicity of this method, however, promises that other human
chromosomes and their primate homologs can now be scanned
for aberrations with high resolution.

The suggested fusion region was recently subject of a more
detailed molecular analysis. As for other subtelomeric regions
in the human genome, the ancestral telomeric regions which are
now interstitially located in 2q13→q14.1 had been extensively
reshuffled by segmental duplications or low copy repeats (see
Eichler, 2001; Mefford and Trask, 2002; Samonte and Eichler,
2002; Eichler and Sankoff, 2003, for recent reviews), with
orthologous segments of 96–99% sequence identity mainly on
chromosomes 9 and 22. About 360 kb of the region surround-
ing the fusion site was analyzed in more detail (Fan et al.,
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2002a) and include segments that are duplicated to subtelomer-
ic and pericentromeric locations at least once elsewhere in the
genome. While the orthologous segments from the proximal
region of the fusion point are mostly homologous to chromo-
some 9 pericentromeric and to 9p subtelomeric sites, the ances-
tral subtelomeric region at the distal side of the fusion site
shows orthologous segments in the subtelomeric region on
chromosome 22q. Sequence analysis of the duplicated seg-
ments revealed that the timing of some segmental duplications
should have predated hominid divergence while others are of
more recent origin still predating the fusion event, or were spe-
cific for humans and dated after the divergence from the chim-
panzee. This was confirmed by searching for common derived
insertions of repetitive elements and by the distribution of
FISH signals in human and great apes. Interestingly, several
genes have been duplicated during these events, nine of them
are present in the human genome in more than one copy (Fan et
al., 2002b). Since the duplications occurred at various times
during hominoid evolution before the fusion event of the two
ancestral chromosomes was fixed, they may have been the
cause rather than the result of the chromosome rearrangement.
Thus, today human chromosome 2 may have originated from
non-homologous recombination between two chromosomes at
a duplicated segment.

Chromosome 7: Human chromosome 7 homologs appear to
contribute to landmarks at various nodes in primate evolution.
These not only include gross morphological changes such as
found after the divergence of prosimians and New World mon-
keys, and New World and Old World monkeys, respectively
(see Fig. 3), but also changes within the chromosome as ob-
served in human and great ape evolution. Banding analysis in
human chromosome 7 and great ape homologs suggested that
two inversions may have changed an ancestral chromosome
found in the orangutan: A pericentric inversion with break-
points at 7p22 and 7q11.23→q21would have created the chro-
mosome form found in the karyotype of the gorilla. This chro-
mosome was further changed by a paracentric inversion with
breakpoints at 7q11.23→q21 and 7q22 that is shared by
human and chimpanzees (Yunis and Prakash, 1982; Dutrillaux
et al., 1986; Marks, 1992). Thus, these rearrangements would
represent landmarks for human and African ape evolution that
would link the phylogeny of human and chimpanzee as well as
that of a last common ancestor of all African great apes and
human to the exclusion of the orangutan. From the banding
pattern it could not be determined whether the 7q11.23→q21
breakpoint was reused during great ape evolution.

A more detailed analysis of the breakpoints of these rear-
rangements was recently performed in a comparative analysis
of the Williams-Beuren syndrome (WS) region. In humans this
syndrome results from deletions of large segments (1.5–2 Mbp)
in chromosome 7q11.23 close to one of the breakpoint regions
involved in both the pericentric as well as the paracentric inver-
sion (DeSilva et al., 1999). The human WS region revealed high
frequencies of segmental duplications containing low copy
repeats such as p47-phox sequences. Copies of this sequence
are also found in the breakpoints of the other inversion regions
involved in the evolution of this chromosome. The authors sug-
gest a scenario in which a p47-phox-containing segment first

duplicated locally in a common ancestor of hominoids and
then some copies were distributed to three locations on chro-
mosome 7 by the inversion events. Alternatively, as for the
human chromosome 2 fusion the duplications may have been
the cause rather than the result of these inversions (Müller et
al., 2004).

Chromosome 9: According to banding interpretations the
human chromosome 9 homolog would be another informative
chromosome for human and great ape evolution (Yunis and
Prakash, 1982; Dutrillaux et al., 1986; Marks, 1992). Both the
orangutan and the gorilla would have shared the ancestral form
from which the human homolog could be derived by a pericen-
tric inversion. After divergence of human and chimpanzees this
chromosome was further changed by another pericentric inver-
sion in the chimpanzee.

The sequence of rearrangements proposed by banding was
confirmed by a panel of YACs that were placed about every 10
Mbp along the human chromosome 9 and were hybridized to
human and great ape chromosomes (Haaf and Bray-Ward,
1996; Montefalcone et al., 1999). No other rearrangements
were found except for those predicted by chromosome banding.
One of the breakpoints that would distinguish human and
chimpanzee chromosomes was identified using a YAC contig
and was narrowed down to a single breakpoint-spanning clone
(Nickerson and Nelson, 1998).

Chromosome 12: The final chromosome that on the basis of
banding has been considered to be informative for human and
great ape phylogeny is human chromosome 12 (Yunis and Pra-
kash, 1982; Dutrillaux et al., 1986; Marks, 1992). Since break-
points of the inversion are close to the centromere, chromo-
some bar coding with molecular probes was not sufficient in
resolution to determine whether the rearrangements in both
great apes would share the same breakpoints (Müller and Wien-
berg, 2001).

YAC mapping with contigs narrowed down the breakpoints
and indeed showed that the breakpoints on 12p12 were covered
by a different YAC in both chimpanzee and gorilla indicating
that breakpoints should differ by at least one Mbp (Nickerson
and Nelson, 1998). Thus, the inversion in chimpanzees and
gorilla definitively had an independent origin, which suggests
two apomorphic rearrangements in both taxa not informative
for hominid phylogeny. Recently, a preliminary first-genera-
tion genomic comparative sequence map between human and
chimpanzee was published (Fujiyama et al., 2002). The map
was constructed through paired alignment of more than 70,000
chimpanzee bacterial artificial chromosome end sequences
with human genome sequences. With the first description of
this library, the authors already described clones that would
cover breakpoints on the inversion on the human chromosome
12 homolog in the chimpanzee. Thus with progress of the
“chimpanzee genome project” we can expect that many more
gross differences in chromosome structure will be elucidated
within the near future.

Other chromosomes: Several other human chromosomes
and their primate homologs have recently been analyzed by
molecular probes, delineating evolutionarily derived chromo-
some breakpoints. Most interestingly, many of the rearrange-
ment breakpoints contain segmental duplications with se-
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quences also found within and/or between other chromosomes
and obviously have been dispersed during hominoid or late Old
World monkey evolution (Bailey et al., 2002; Mefford and
Trask, 2002; Eichler and Sankoff, 2003, for recent reviews).

As already discussed, the human chromosome 3 homolog
was involved in an association with chromosome 21 until its
fission after the origin of higher primates (see Richard and
Dutrillaux, 1998, for review). Except for human chromosome 1
the association of human chromosome 3 and 21 homologs may
be the largest widely conserved syntenic block known for mam-
mals (Murphy et al., 2003). The human chromosome 3 homo-
log has conserved its synteny but experienced massive intra-
chromosomal rearrangements during placental mammalian ge-
nome evolution. Recent comparative gene mapping studies in
pig showed conserved synteny of human chromosome 3, but
reorganization within the chromosome. More than ten large
conserved segments were described that should have resulted
from extensive intra-chromosomal rearrangements (Goureau
et al., 2001).

Molecular cytogenetic analysis of intra-chromosomal rear-
rangements of the syntenic block 3/21 was performed with
probes derived from chromosomal sub-regions with a resolu-
tion of nearly 10–15 Mbp (Müller et al., 2000). The ancestral
segment order in both primates and carnivores is still found in
some species of both the primate and carnivore orders. From
the ancestral primate/carnivore condition at least one inversion
is needed to derive the pig homolog. A fission of chromosome
21 and a pericentric inversion has to be predicted to derive the
Bornean orangutan condition that may represent the ancestral
form for all higher Old World primates. Two overlapping inver-
sions in the chromosome 3 homolog would then lead to the
chromosome form found in humans and African apes. From
the ancestral form for Old World primates (now found in the
Bornean orangutan) a pericentric inversion and centromere
shift leads to the chromosome ancestral for all Old World mon-
keys (Müller et al., 2000). A more recent and more detailed
analysis of the breakpoint regions would place an intermediate
form (probably the macaque) as the ancestral chromosome for
all higher Old World primates (Tsend-Ayush et al., 2004). At
the time of writing this article breakpoint sequences of the dif-
ferent rearrangements have not yet been described in detail.
However, various breakpoints in chromosome evolution can
now be inferred “in silico” from the human and mouse genome
sequence map. An association of sequences homologous to
human chromosomes 3 and 21 can be found in the mouse
genome sequence on chromosome 16. Thus, the fission point of
these two chromosomes should be represented by this associa-
tion and can be identified at 76.68 Mb in the mouse sequence
map (http://www.ensembl.org/Mus_musculus/cytoview, Build
32).

Banding pattern analysis of the human chromosome 4
homolog identified several pericentric inversions (Dutrillaux et
al., 1986; Yunis and Prakash, 1982) that were confirmed by
molecular probes (Ryan et al., 1991). Recently, probes of differ-
ent complexity identified species-specific small pericentric in-
versions with breakpoints close to the centromeres for all great
apes as well as for the macaque. Thus, no ancestral chromo-
some form could be postulated yet. Interestingly, some of these

probes were spanning one breakpoint in different inversions
indicating recurrent breakage close to or maybe even at the
same site (Marzella et al., 2000).

The only reciprocal translocation in human and great apes is
the already mentioned apomorphic rearrangement of human
chromosome 5 and 17 homologs in the gorilla (Jauch et al.,
1992; Stanyon et al., 1992). Banding suggested the breakpoints
at human chromosomes 5q13.3 and 17p12→p11.2 (Yunis and
Prakash, 1982). Recently, Stankiewicz et al. (2001) analyzed
this translocation in more detail and identified various BAC
clones that span the translocation breakpoints. One breakpoint
occurred in the region homologous to human chromosome
5q13.3, between the HMG-CoA reductase gene (HMGCR) and
RAS p21 protein activator 1 gene (RASA1). The second break-
point was in a region homologous to human chromosome
17p12. This breakpoint was associated with a submicroscopic
chromosome duplication involving a chromosome fragment
homologous to the human chromosome region surrounding the
proximal 24-kb region specific of low-copy repeats Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease type 1A REP segment (CMT1A-REP).
The authors suggest that as for many human diseases, low copy
repeats that have been distributed throughout the genome may
have also mediated these chromosome rearrangements by non-
homologous recombination.

The human chromosome 6 homolog has conserved its sub-
regional organization throughout various mammalian taxa but
experienced various shifts of the centromere (Eder et al., 2003).
The emergence of new centromeres has been previously identi-
fied as an important change in primate karyotype evolution.
For several chromosomes molecular probes as well as chromo-
some banding patterns did not reveal any gross changes in chro-
mosome morphology except for changes in the position of cen-
tromeres (Montefalcone et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2000; Car-
done et al., 2002; Ventura et al., 2003). In primates the position
of the centromere of the human chromosome 6 homolog was
found to be located in three distinct regions, without any evi-
dence for chromosomal rearrangement that would account for
its movement. In a common ancestor of great apes the centro-
mere moved from 6p22.1 to the present day location. On
human chromosome 6 a cluster of intrachromosomal segmen-
tal duplications is located at 6p22.1 and scattered in a region of
about 9 Mb, which may represent remains of duplicons that
flanked the ancestral centromere (Eder et al., 2003).

The ancestral chromosome for the human chromosome 10
homolog is found in the orangutan as well as in the macaque
serving as outgroup (Müller and Wienberg, 2001). Homologs to
10p and 10q were already distinct chromosome segments in the
primate ancestor (Cardone et al., 2002). Human and African
apes share a derived inversion from which the homologous
chromosome found in the gorilla experienced another inver-
sion. Again, there are large sequence duplications flanking the
centromeric satellites. FISH analysis indicates that these loci
were duplicated before the divergence of orangutan from other
apes and that a cytogenetically cryptic pericentric inversion
may have been involved in the formation of the flanking dupli-
cations (Jackson et al., 1999).

The human chromosomes 14 and 15 emerged after the
divergence of Old World monkeys and hominoids (see Fig. 3).
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The fission point of the homolog that gave rise to human chro-
mosomes 15 and 14 was recently analyzed by a radiation
hybrid panel derived from a macaque (Murphy et al., 2001)
and by FISH with a panel of human BAC clones (Ventura et al.,
2003). The ancestral centromere as found in Old World pri-
mates was silenced and two new centromeres evolved on the
“new” chromosome 14 and 15 homologs in hominoids. The site
of the ancestral centromere is found in a region homologous to
human chromosomal 15q24→q26, which is also known as a
hot spot for neocentromere formation in human genetic pathol-
ogy (Amor and Choo, 2002). This region is also well known for
numerous segmental duplications (Bailey et al., 2001; Pujana et
al., 2001). Interestingly, two neocentromeres identified in the
karyotype of patients with genetic disorders were mapped not
directly at the ancestral centromeric region but some few Mbp
proximally and distally. They were, however, located within
500 kb of duplicons, copies of which flank the centromere in
Old World monkeys. These results suggest that there may be a
correlation between the origin of neocentromeres and ancestral
centromere positions that may have been mediated through
multiple segmental duplications. Human chromosome 15 also
differs in a pericentric inversion from the homolog in the chim-
panzee that should have occurred in chimpanzees after the
divergence from humans (Yunis and Prakash, 1982; Dutrillaux
et al., 1986). A breakpoint region in human 15q11→q13 of this
rearrangement was analyzed in more detail and again was
assigned to a region consisting of entirely duplicated segments
in a 600-kb interval of the homologous human sequences
(Locke et al., 2003).

The human chromosome 16 homologous p and q arms were
on separate chromosomes in the ancestor of all primates (see
Fig. 3). Various BACs have been used for FISH in different pri-
mate taxa indicating that gross chromosome morphology was
conserved (Misceo et al., 2003). More detailed analyses for low
copy repeats, however, demonstrate that this chromosome har-
bors various highly duplicated regions that should have
emerged rather recently in human and African ape evolution
(Eichler et al., 2001).

Human chromosome 17 differs from the chimpanzee homo-
log by a pericentric inversion with breakpoints assumed at
17p13 and 17q21.3. The breakpoints of this rearrangement
have been analyzed in detail using a protocol that could be a
model for further identification and analysis of breakpoint-
spanning regions on other human and primate chromosomes
(Kehrer-Sawatzki et al., 2002). BACs from the tile path of the
human genome analysis were used to identify the breakpoint-
spanning clone on the chimpanzee homolog by FISH. Two
clones were identified that gave split signals at the predicted
chromosome bands in the chimpanzee. From the chimpanzee
BAC library, clones were then identified that span the homolo-
gous human “breakpoints”. The breakpoints were further nar-
rowed down with PCR products from these clones and by
detailed DNA sequencing. The breakpoints, however, were
finally identified in regions without any obvious segmental
duplications but rich in repetitive elements that may have
mediated the chromosome rearrangement.

FISH with various probes of different complexity confirm
that human chromosome 18 differs from its homologs in great

apes by a pericentric inversion (McConkey, 1997; Müller and
Wienberg, 2001). Thus, the human chromosome is the derived
rearrangement. The macaque shows further inversions or a
centromere dislocation. Interspecies sequence comparisons in-
dicate that the ancestral break occurred between the genes
ROCK1 and USP14 (Dennehey et al., 2004). In humans, the
inversion places ROCK1 near the centromeric heterochroma-
tin and USP14 adjacent to highly repetitive subtelomeric
repeats. Again, segmental duplications may have been involved
in the formation of these rearrangements.

Conclusions

The present review should demonstrate that molecular cyto-
genetics combined with recently emerging tools from various
genome projects have become a worthy tool to elucidate human
genome evolution. For many nodes in primate phylogeny land-
mark chromosome rearrangements have been identified that
would discriminate ancestral versus derived chromosome
changes and can help to elucidate species phylogenies. Chromo-
some breakpoints are now being traced down to the DNA
sequence level and analyzed by “in silico” techniques. Thus,
chromosome analysis combined with molecular approaches
should be considered a highly reproducible tool for cytotaxono-
my in primates. Since chromosome rearrangements are rare
events and not likely prone to convergence, their analyses will
provide an attractive additional tool for a phylogenetic analysis
where other techniques may fail. This should be especially help-
ful in species where speciation may have occurred over a very
short evolutionary time. In those species DNA sequence diver-
gence may not be informative enough for the discrimination of
phylogenies.

Recent breakpoint analyses, however, also provide some
insights into the molecular changes in evolutionarily derived
chromosome rearrangements. Up to now, hardly any evidence
for dramatic changes of genes at the sites of breakpoints such as
new “fusion genes” has been found as known from chromo-
some rearrangements in cancer cells. Most breakpoint regions
lie in gene-poor areas rich in repetitive elements or low copy
repeats. Thus, previous assumptions that suggested drastic “po-
sition effects” in genes in rearranged chromosomes that may
trigger large morphological differences and evolution in pri-
mate species were not verified.

Current efforts to establish BAC resources and to sequence
the genome of other primates and non-primate mammals will
be of fundamental impact on the understanding of human
genome evolution (Eichler and DeJong, 2002). Recently BAC
libraries have become available for representatives of all major
primate taxa that could be used within and between these spe-
cies to extract any region of homology to the human genome
(see http://bacpac.chori.org/libraries.php). New techniques
such as “array painting” (Gribble et al., 2004) and the applica-
tion of “HAPPY mapping” to primate genome evolution (de
Pontbriand et al., 2002) will allow us to pin down any rear-
rangement to a restricted segment of the genome or to a single
defined cloned DNA sequence within a few experiments. For
example, recent hybridization experiments using gibbon chro-
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mosome-specific probes on human BAC arrays allowed identi-
fication of various breakpoint-spanning clones for further de-
tailed analysis (Gribble et al., 2004). The use of these new tech-
nologies provided by the human genome project will further
facilitate the understanding of primate genome organization
and evolution.
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